A dynamic speaker, Diane
creates magic in her interactive
presentation through the power
of personal story, humor,
practical skills. Her dynamic
content rich style offers a stepby-step approach to creating an
empowered and engaged life
direction.
Credentialed as a Professional
Certified Coach, with a
degree in Psychology and
Human Development,
Diane has passionately studied
human potential, both in and
out of the classroom, for over
forty years.
An entrepreneur for over 30
years, owner of a successful
service business, a coach,
speaker, author, producer of a
cable TV show, Diane knows
what it takes to be passionately
engaged in designing a fulfilled
life of value and contribution.

Designing Your Future? Listen to Your Heart!
Parents will thank you, Students will succeed!

Imagine a school full of inspired, self-directed students, driven to work hard
and achieve their potential from a deep sense of purpose; students who go on
to have successful careers and extraordinary lives. This is what all institutions
wish for their students. How can you give your students the skills to achieve
this kind of inner direction? Diane’s entertaining and engaging keynote
address inspires students to:
 Tune In: Listen to inner guidance for self understanding
 Turn On: Follow passion toward career and life goals
 Step Out: Make an impactful contribution to the world

What Event Planners are Saying About Diane . . .
“Diane’s presentation gave us a glimpse into the process of integrating our purpose
into all the aspects of a well-lived life. What was especially notable was her ability
to genuinely connect with the audience, engage them and bring awareness to
them—unusual in academic presentations.” Denise Dreany, Women in Gov. &
Public Policy, University of Albany
“Diane’s presentation was empowering. Our students definitely had their eyes
opened and focused on their goals and dreams for the future. We will definitely
have Diane back at our campus again for another eye opening experience!” Tina
Young, Events Coordinator, Mercer County Community College
“Diane is a gifted communicator. She challenges the audience to reevaluate their
lives, and encourages them to reach beyond to make a lasting difference in life. She
possesses the leadership skills to inspire an audience to think beyond today.” David
Jones CPO Manager of Hanger Orthopedics/Rotary President Utica, NY

Partial List of Clients: University of Albany, Mercer County Community
College, IBM, Morgan Stanley, KeyBank, United Way.

Book Diane Today!
View speaking videos at~
www.dianeingram.com

Diane’s books are available at
www.amazon.com and
www.dianeingram.com

914-843-4947
dei@dianeingram.com
www.dianeingram.com

